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THE CASE 

 A monk once asked Joshu, “Has a dog the Buddha-Nature?”  Joshu answered “Mu!” (No) 

 

 I remember finishing yesterday’s talk at the point where I said that it is incumbent upon us to 

investigate under what conditions, through what conditions we have appeared in this world.  We are 

things that have appeared in this world, but what kind of condition have we appeared from?   

 In Buddhism and especially in Tathagata Zen we say that our home is this world.  We reside 

here.  And there is no world outside of this world. 

 And we also say, when asked, Who is it that can say what kind of a world this is?   It is of 

course this self, which is born into the world, and grows and develops, and develops the function of 

consciousness that can say things like, “This world.”  But when we are first manifest we have not 

developed the function of consciousness very much yet, so we don’t think things, we don’t have 
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questions like, “How did I come to be manifest?”  And, “What kind of a world is this?”  There is no 

person that can think those sorts of things in the beginning.   

 If you think about it you see what a difficult thing this is.  The reason why it is difficult is 

because all of you already are unquestioningly acknowledging and accepting your “I am” self, and from 

that standpoint you say this and that, you say “my self,” and “that thing which is not my self.”   

 So if I say things such as The world before your manifestation is a world that doesn’t belong to 

either subject or object, it is very difficult for you to understand what I mean. 

 Everybody thinks that they are born from their parents, from their mother and father.  But 

when asked, What are your parents?  Nobody can give a satisfactory answer. 

 And also if I say that before you were born this world that you were born into also was not yet 

manifest, that is also difficult for you to understand.   

 So when I try to decide where I should begin my talk from, it’s very difficult to know where I 

should start explaining from. 

 But, we can be certain that this self which says “I am” has been manifest in this world, and 

there is no other world that it is manifest in.  And Tathagata Zen says a very difficult thing to 

understand, that at the exact same time as you are manifest the world which you reside in is also 

simultaneously manifest.  And we say that in order to manifest the wisdom that really understands 

that principle you have to do quite a lot of practice, you have to do quite a lot of study or that wisdom 

is not going to arise for you.   

 Anyway, we have appeared in this world.  And I’m begging you to carefully contemplate that 

before you were born you and the world that is your home were one.   

 And at least as one, temporary expedient way of teaching we say that when you think about it, 

that world before your birth, before the birth of the self, is a world that belongs neither to subject nor 

object.  It is only after the self is born that the self comes to think about things like subject and object.   
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 To say it again, before you were born it was the condition in which there was no you, and there 

was no world which is your home.  The condition before your birth, we can even say the world before 

your birth, had no world and had no self, had no you.  The world that you are born from we can 

neither say that it exists, nor say that it does not exist.  The one who says stuff like “exists” or “does 

not exist,” “has a world” or “does not have a world,” is the born self, the manifest self, which has gone 

through the process of development until it comes to do the activity of consciousness.  Then it comes 

to say things like “exists” or “does not exist.”  But, originally, from the original standpoint this 

universe which is our home, in its state before our birth, has neither u nor mu, neither being or 

non-being. 

 Now, we are thinking about this thing which is our original home, which is our true origin, which 

is the original universe, and when we think about it we think about it as an object.  Without your self 

disappearing it isn’t possible for you to know the nature of your self, or the nature of the condition 

before the self is born, or the nature of the universe which is your true home.  It is only when the self 

disappears that you can finally experience your true self, experience your true home.  Although we 

can never see that condition, or hear it, we can experience it when we disappear. 

 That condition before your birth is a condition which is neither u nor mu, neither being nor 

non-being, and we must as a way of practice, think of that as the unification of the activities of being 

and non-being.   

 And we say in our tradition that looking at human history the first person who appeared in our 

human world and was able to manifest the wisdom that clearly knew this condition before our birth, 

this condition before the birth of any existent being, and clearly knew, clearly thought that condition 

was a condition which was neither being nor non-being, was the historical Buddha Siddhartha.   

 And he also thought that without some way or another, at least temporarily, finding a way to 

think about these two mutually opposing activities of being and non-being it wasn’t possible to grasp 
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the nature of, the way of being of the condition of your source, the condition before your birth.   

 And Tathagata Zen says that all of us must experience the same experience that Siddhartha 

experienced for ourselves.  This Siddhartha who later had his own disciples and was named by his 

disciples Shakyamuni Buddha, we have to have the same experience as Shakyamuni Buddha had.  

When you through your own practice have this experience and can sincerely think for yourself, “Yes, it 

is just the way the Buddha said it was.”  Then you can finally be called someone who has studied 

Buddhism, has studied Zen.  

     Shakyamuni Buddha was a person who came to manifest the wisdom that clearly saw that 

it isn’t possible to explain the nature of our selves and the nature of this world which is our home, it 

isn’t possible to solve the problem of our selves and the problem of this world that is our home 

without somehow or another recognizing these two mutually opposing activities of u and mu, being 

and non-being.  Or to make it easier to understand we can say that the being-u-activity is the activity 

which forms man, and the non-being-mu-activity is the activity which forms woman.   

 But you have to very carefully contemplate and think that the only person who can think things 

like that is someone who has already been manifest in this world, and already developed, and already 

is doing the function of consciousness. 

 To change the subject slightly, when teaching Zen it is very difficult to teach Zen, because no 

matter what I say all of you are already unconditionally, unquestioningly simply accepting and 

acknowledging the existence of your “I am” self.  But the “I am” self is in no way unconditionally 

existing.  Of course that “I am” self is something that was given birth to by mother and father.   

 And of course, as I just said, when we teach, when I say you were born from your mother and 

father, father is the activity of tatha-gata, thus-going, the u-being activity, the plus activity, and mother 

is the activity of tatha-agata, the thus-coming, the mu, non-being, minus activity.  And as we practice 

and move forward in our practice we study using the words expanding to describe the plus activity, 
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and contracting to describe the minus activity. 

 When I get into this subject I can imagine some of you thinking, “Who cares?  I don’t care 

about this, what he’s talking about now.”  And I guess it is fine to think “Who cares” about this 

subject.  But when you get sick then you have to depend on mother and father, and then maybe it 

will become important to really see into what mother is, and what father is. 

 The position, although it is a very difficult position, is that when you appear in this great 

cosmos, simultaneously mother and father also have been manifest in this same one great cosmos.  

As I’ve told you before it seems as if everybody, ordinarily thinks that first mother and father have 

been manifest, and then after that the child is manifest. 

 And I suppose there isn’t any mistake in saying that your true mother and father appeared 

before you appeared.  But those mother and father of before you were born were the pure mother 

and father.  In other words father was the pure activity of u-being, and mother was the pure activity 

of mu-non-being.  And when you are manifest those pure mother and father lost their purity.  They 

are no longer pure.   

 For example the father, u activity, when you were born, when you were manifest he spit out 

some of his u.  He gave some of his u.  He offered (sacrificed? 奉仕する hoshisuru) some of his u in 

order to give birth to you, so at the exact same time as you appeared he became no longer the 

complete activity of u.  And the mu, mother is the same.  At the very moment she gave birth to you 

she gave some of her mu to you in order to give birth to you, so simultaneously, right together with 

your birth she has become no longer the perfect activity of mu, no longer the pure activity of mu.  

The mother that appears is not the pure mu activity.   

 Buddhism says therefore that the self that is manifest, the self that is born, the self that comes 

to say “I am” is the self that receives both u and mu when it is born.   

 But Tathagata Zen teaches very clearly that as long as your mother and father are there those 
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mother and father that appeared simultaneously with your appearance, as long as you have a mother 

and father then you have not made all of mother’s and father’s activities your content yet. 

 And Buddhism also teaches that with every step of your growth, with every step of the 

maturation of the child, mother and father give more and more of themselves, give more and more of 

their activities to the child in order to help it grow, and so as the child gets bigger and bigger mother 

and father get older and older, more and more decrepit and worn out.   

 And we’re told in our tradition that when the Buddha first taught this teaching the people 

listening were really surprised.   

 But when that child, when that born self makes all of the father, plus activity, and all of the 

mother, minus activity its content, then mother and father are gone. 

 And the Buddha was the first one who cried out, yelled out this teaching, and said that When 

that child, when that born self makes all of mother and father its content, in other words makes all of 

the plus activity which forms father, and all of the minus activity which forms mother its content, then 

it is manifest as the perfect, complete self.  When the self makes all of the plus, tatha-gata, male 

forming activity, and all of the minus, tatha-agata, female forming activity its content, then it is the 

complete, perfect self, and that perfect self doesn’t have any need anymore to look upon the world.  

It doesn’t have to see its home anymore.  This is the condition where there is absolutely no need to 

see, and no need to hear, no need to seek.  And in Buddhism, especially in Tathagata Zen we call that 

self the manifestation of the complete self.  And there is no place of residence, there is no home 

other than, or apart from this manifestation of the perfect self.  The way we teach is to say that the 

perfect self is the self that has made its home completely its content.  In other words there no two 

conditions within this state.  There isn’t the self, and its home, separate from each other.  The self 

and its home have become completely one. 

 When we think of the great universe I think we have all been thinking up to now that the great 
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universe is a really gigantic, mighty, grand thing.  But Buddhism teaches that when you manifest the 

complete self you are manifesting the wisdom that knows that you are manifesting the entire great 

universe.   

 Human beings often say, with their mouths, that it isn’t possible to exist without love.  And 

that’s true.  It’s true that we cannot exist without true love, and true love means when you and the 

universe which is your home become completely one.   True love is the manifestation of the activity 

of making all of plus and minus your content.   

 And also people love to say with their mouths absolute sounding words such as God, or 

Buddha, or the Absolute Being, or the Creator, or the Almighty, but all of these words are pointing to 

something that isn’t at all weird, isn’t at all strange.  There is no true thing, there is no reality other 

than the manifestation of true love.   

 So to repeat once more, the manifestation of true love is to manifest the activity that has all of 

u and mu, all of plus and minus as its content, and through that manifest the entire great universe.   

 And that condition is the condition in which you don’t have to seek or search for anything, and 

you don’t have to avoid or reject anything either.  And I hope from this that you can get a feel for just 

how wonderful, how sublime, how noble it is to manifest true love. 

 It isn’t the perfect self that needs love, it is only the imperfect self who needs love. 

 The imperfect, incomplete self is the self that has plus and minus imperfectly as its content.  

And when that imperfect self finally manifests true love for the first time, then it becomes the 

complete self.  You cannot help knowing that the manifestation of true love is an enormous thing, a 

gigantic thing, because you have to make all of u and mu, all of plus and minus your content in order to 

manifest true love. 

 Buddhism teaches that there are two basic kinds of love.  There is true love which is manifest 

when the perfect, complete self is manifest.  And then there is greedy love, or thirsty love, which is 
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manifest when the imperfect self is seeking love.  And to practice Buddhism, or to learn or study 

Buddhism means to take that thirsty, greedy, love seeking self, and with that self strive to manifest 

true love, strive to manifest the perfect self.   

 But it is a very difficult thing.  But if we just say, It is really difficult, and by saying that think 

that it is absolutely impossible, then Buddhism becomes a completely useless teaching.  So from the 

very beginning we give people this practice of Zen by saying, yes it is difficult, but actually everybody 

already can do the activity of true love.  So for people who come to study Zen, whether it is someone 

who doesn’t know anything about Buddhism, or whether it is someone who has studied a little bit of 

Buddhism, in the beginning we give them the same koan of How do you manifest true love. 

 So let’s take one concrete example of how to manifest true love, how to practice the 

manifestation of true love.  So for example, all of you love to sing songs.  So, Buddhism says that 

even though you might not know it, every time you sing a song, or sing a poem, already, the reason 

why you are singing that song or poem is because you are seeking true love.  When you sing a song 

through singing that song you are giving your love to God.  It doesn’t matter if you say the word God 

if you are religious, or you say the Buddha, and in Buddhism we also use the word dharmakaya, but 

anyway, when you are singing, through your singing you are giving your love to God.  And we also 

teach in Tathagata Zen that through singing your song, whether you call it God or Buddha or the 

dharmakaya, through your singing God is embracing you.  God is also singing, and embracing you with 

God’s song.  Whether we call it God or Buddha, when you sing your song God and Buddha together 

with you, at the exact same time as you is singing.  God is singing with you.  And so through the 

singing you meet God.   

 For some of the new people I think you have gotten the koan which is very similar to this of 

How do you manifest true love when chanting.  And it is exactly the same.  Through chanting KAN JI 

ZAI BO SA GYO JIN you give your self, you give your love to Buddha.  At the exact same time as you 
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are chanting Buddha is chanting right with you, and embracing you with his chanting.  It is just like 

plus and minus.  If we say that you, the chanting one is the plus activity, then Buddha chanting is the 

minus activity.  And you are acting simultaneously.  And so undoubtedly your chanting self and 

Buddha’s chanting self will meet.  Without fail you will meet.   

 And that state of having met is the state where you don’t have to think about anything.  That 

state of meeting is the state of the manifestation of true love.  But, that state of having met is not 

fixated.  You cannot stop there.  Again both you and Buddha will begin chanting.   

 Tatha-gata and tatha-agata are different, but inevitably they will meet each other.  And that 

state of meeting is the state where no thought is necessary.  That is the manifestation of true love.  

But, without stopping or fixating in that state of meeting each other they will go on and continue 

chanting, and then it gets pretty difficult, and we can say a lot of different things about what happens 

next, but anyway the teaching of Tathagata Zen is that without fail the two activities will meet each 

other.  Zen practice is to manifest this state of meeting.   

 And that is why all of you are given this koan When you are chanting, where is Buddha?  

Inevitably you will meet Buddha.  If you hate chanting then just sing instead.  It is the same.   

 But without truly recognizing these two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus you 

won’t be able to chant or sing.  So as I’ve been telling you up until now it is Buddhism which says that 

everybody has to find some way to recognize these two mutually opposing activities.   

 And from ancient times Buddhism has called this condition of the perfect self the condition of 

zero.  When the imperfect “I am” self disappears into, vanishes into, melts into the condition of zero, 

the condition of true love, that is the manifestation of the perfect self.  So all of these words, the 

manifestation of the perfect self, or the manifestation of zero, or the condition of zero, or the 

manifestation of true love are all pointing to the same thing. 

 But when we analyze the condition of zero then we teach that it comes into being through the 
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unification of plus and minus.   

 But we also can say that zero is manifest simply when the “I am” self completely dissolves itself.   

 There are many things that I haven’t explained sufficiently and that I still need to say, but 

simply we can say anyway that when the imperfect self manifests the perfect self that is the 

manifestation of true love.  And that is when the imperfect self makes all of the activities of u and 

mu, all of the activities of plus and minus its content. 

 But then Buddhism comes with yet another very difficult thing and says that the kind of love 

that is manifest through a flat way of thinking can never be true love.  True love is not manifest in a 

flat way of thought.  True love cannot be manifest without manifesting both mother and father, 

simultaneously.  With only a flat way of thinking you cannot manifest true love.  If you are thinking 

flatly, and you are simply thinking in terms of subject and object, if you think that true love is the 

unification of those flat subject and object then it might be some kind of true love, but it is not enough. 

 As I said before, generally when we teach Zen we say that subject and object completely unify 

that is the complete, perfect condition.  But I hope if you have been listening carefully up until now 

that you’ll understand that is inadequate.  It is when the imperfect “I am” self makes all of plus and 

minus its content that true love, the perfect condition is manifest.  So you can see that just saying the 

unification of subject and object is insufficient.  Only thinking in terms of subject and object you 

cannot completely know true love. 

 When I was walking here to give teisho today I forgot my overcoat, and so it was cold.  By the 

time I got here I was pretty cold, but I’ve heated up quite a bit giving the talk.  You know what I 

mean, like, when you talk about love you get hot.  If you listening have also become hot then you 

have truly heard this talk about love.  But just getting hot isn’t really true love.  When you make all 

of u and mu your content then u and mu both are gone.  That’s a world that can neither be called hot 

nor cold. 
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 So we are getting to the end of our time, but I would like to just remind you that it is Tathagata 

Zen which really looks at carefully, really probes into more and more these two kinds of love: the 

thirsty greedy love where the self is seeking love on the one hand, and on the other hand the 

manifestation of perfect, true love. 

 We (Japanese monks?  people?), and I was also like this, up until I was about thirty one or 

thirty two years old, I just straight ahead without any veering off threw myself into learning the 

manifestation of true love.  But just studying about true love, just learning to manifest true love isn’t 

enough, because it isn’t completely satisfying.  I mean when you manifest true love that might be 

completely satisfying, but that satisfaction breaks open and is gone. The condition of true love 

inevitably will break open and the human world again will appear with its human problems and 

questions.  So just learning about true love doesn’t mean that you have learned everything about 

being a human being.   

 So Tathagata Zen says that to really know all about love you have to study both sides of love.  

You have to study the side of true love, and you also have to study the human side of thirsty greedy 

love.  You need to study both in order to see to the bottom of what it means to be a human being.  

Now Rohatsu is just around the corner, and I don’t know how many teishos we are going to have 

between now and Rohatsu, but I want you to all really learn that before Rohatsu starts. 

 So I don’t know if we are going to have teisho tomorrow, but if we do we’ll continue with this 

subject. 

 

終 

the end 


